Abstract-A general framework is proposed that includes polar codes over arbitrary channels with arbitrary kernels. The asymptotic tradeoff among block length N , code rate R, and error probability P is analyzed.
1/µ * is possible for some 1/µ * , then (P, R) = exp(−N β ′ ), Capacity − N −1/µ ′ is possible for some pair (β ′ , 1/µ ′ ) determined by β * , 1/µ * , and auxiliary information. In fancy words, an error exponent regime tradeoff plus a scaling exponent regime tradeoff implies a moderate deviations regime tradeoff.
The current world records are: [GX13] , [MHU16] , [WD18] analyzing Arıkan's codes over BEC; [FT17] analyzing Arıkan's codes over AWGN; and [BGN + 18] , [BGS18] analyzing general codes over general channels. An attempt is made to generalize all at once. (Section IX.)
As a corollary, a grafted variant of polar coding almost catches up the code rate and error probability of random codes with complexity slightly larger than N log N over BEC. In particular, (P, R) = exp(−N 
I. INTRODUCTION
I N THE theory of two-terminal error correcting codes, three of the most important parameters of block codes are block length N , code rate R, and error probability P . Though we want codes with small N , higher R, and lower P , these goals contradict each other. Thus it becomes essential to quantify the tradeoffs.
Given a memoryless channel W with symmetric capacity I(W ), there exists polar codes with log(− log P ) ∈ Θ(log N )
as N → ∞.
It is also shown that there exist polar codes with − log I(W ) − R ∈ Θ(log N ) as N → ∞.
This work aims to characterize the pairs of ratios lim inf N →∞ log(− log P ) log N , lim inf
that are realized by polar codes.
It has been shown before that the pair of ratios for block codes lies in and random codes achieve the hypotenuse. This motivates two questions: whether polar codes can achieve the hypotenuse (yes for BEC) and what price we pay in terms of complexity (slightly more than N log N ).
See Section IX for big pictures.
A. Channel polarization
Channel polarization [Ari09] is a method to synthesize some channels to form some extremely-unreliable channels and some extremely-reliable channels. The users then can transmit uncoded messages through extremely-reliable ones while transmitting predictable symbols through extremelyunreliable ones.
We summarize channel polarization as follows. Say we are going to communicate over this BEC W .
We have two magic devices 
then pin A to pin B forms a less reliable synthetic channel W ♭ , while pin C to pin D forms a more reliable synthetic channel W ♯ . Graphically, Formula (9) is equivalent to
Formula (9) being the base step, the next step is to duplicate Formula (9) and wire them as
which is equivalent to four synthetic channels as W 
which is equivalent to W
to
and to
Here It is equivalent to
and finally to
Here ((W ♭ ) ♭ ) ♭ is a synthetic channel less reliable than (W ♭ ) ♭ ; etc.
After Formula (18), the next, larger construction is going to be two copies of Formula (18) plus one extra layer of magic devices.
The game goes on endlessly. Arıkan then observes that synthetic channels generated in this way tend to be either extremely reliable or extremely unreliable. That is to say, they polarize. 
B. Channel polarization in Tree Notation
♯ . We will later call this tree T per fect (W, T Arı , 3) (guess why). It is not hard to imagine that the next construction will transform sixteen instances of W to "some intermediate things", and finally to (((
C. Generalize the Tree Notation
The tree notation comes with generalizations.
1) Arbitrary Polar Kernels: [KSU10] Given, say, an ℓ-by-ℓ matrix G KŞ U as a polar kernel, it induces a transformation T KŞ U . We may draw an ℓ-ary tree, starting from
instead of a binary tree. This, when ℓ = 7, translates into the circuit setup
Here the top pair of pins forms W (1) , and the bottom pair of pins forms W (7) . We will later call this tree T per fect (W, T KŞ U , 1) (guess why).
2) Unbalanced Tree: This is motivated by attempts of optimization of polar codes. The generalization comes in two perspectives.
First 
which translates into the circuit
That is, eight instances of W are transformed into four pairs of
♯ , and, notice the difference, while keeping two (W ♭ ) ♭ , the other six are transformed into [WYY18] , [WYXY18] : in a tree like Formula (25), it could be that some synthetic channel, say (W ♭ ) ♯ , might not polarize enough, i.e., it is neither extremely good nor extremely bad. thus we further polarize it by applying additional T Arı as follows:
♯ , and, notice another difference, only the two
The Transformation T Arı generates codes whose block lengths are powers of 2. A transformation T KŞ U induced by an ℓ-by-ℓ matrix generates codes whose block lengths are powers of ℓ. For something in between, say length-72, one can apply T Arı three times and then apply T GBLB , a transformation induced by a 3-by-3 matrix, two times.
Here is a small (length-6) example. First T Arı is applied, and then T GBLB is applied.
This translates into the circuit drawn below.
There is a special type of channel transformations corresponding to field extensions F q ⊂ F q k for any q, k. That is to say, k independent copies of a q-ary erasure channel can transmit a q k -bit. We claim an erasure if any of k symbols in the ground field misses. Denote the transformation by
for W k the k-th power of the channel W . Here is a k = 5 translation. Denote by T a tree of channels with root channel W .
D. Bhattacharyya Parameter and Process
The Bhattacharyya parameter Z(w) of a channel w measures the unreliability, the badness, of the channel. For instance for BDMC
2 ≤ 1, and (38) I(w) log 2 + Z(w) ≤ 1,
by [JA18, Corollary 5] . That is to say, this pair of parameters I(w), Z(w) lies in
That said, an explicit definition of Bhattacharyya parameters is not presented here since all we need in this work is the following two properties playing as axioms:
• (Regarding transformations) [MT14, Lemma 33] For any transformation T we are interested in, it has an operator norm |T | such that for any channel w we are interested in and any outcome v of T (w), the multiple |T |Z(w) bounds Z(v) from above.
• (Regarding error probability) [MT14, Lemma 22] For any q-ary channel w we are interested in, the multiple qZ(w) bounds from above the probability that a decoder fails to decode a single symbol transmitted through w. Given the nice properties, the general strategy is to fully control Z(w) for as many w as possible in a tree, and then rewrite the resulting inequalities in terms of error probabilities. During this process, it is not important anymore what the Bhattacharyya parameter is. In theory, it could be replaced by any function that satisfies the aforementioned two axioms. Starting from Section II-C, we will call it Z-parameter instead.
Given a channel tree T with root channel W , define two discrete-time stochastic processes W i , Z i and a stopping time τ as follows: Start from the root channel W 0 := W ; and let Z 0 := Z(W 0 ). For any i ≥ 0, if W i is a leaf channel, let τ := i. If, otherwise, W i has children, choose a child uniformly at random as W i+1 ; and let
In case of Arıkan's polar codes, Z i is a martingale over BEC and is a super-martingale over other BDMC [Ari09, Proposition 9]. For other binary kernels over general BDMC, [KSU10, Remark 5] claims that it is difficult to characterize, but they manage to prove a useful statement [KSU10, Lemma 10]. For larger alphabets, [MT14, Lemma 33 ] claims that it is very similar to the binary case. We provide our generalization in Lemma 1.
For a tree T as in Formula (31), a possible instance of the process is
with τ = 3 and W τ = W 3 . The probability measure of this path is 1/8. For another instance
with τ = 2 and W τ = W 2 , the probability measure is 1/4.
E. Construct Code and Communicate
In a given tree T , non-leaf vertices represent channels that are consumed to obtain their children. They are not available to users. Leaves of T , however, represent channels that are available to users.
A person who wants to send messages can (a) choose a subset A of leaves, (b) transmit uncoded messages through leaf channels in A, and (c) transmit predictable symbols through the remaining leaf channels.
This tree-leaves pair (T , A) determines a block code. A block code has block length N , code rate R, and error probability P . The following is how to read-off these parameters from the pair (T , A).
For every leaf channel w in T , the probability P{W τ = w} is the reciprocal of an integer. This integer is the product of the "ℓs" of W 0 , W 1 , . . . , W τ −1 when W τ = w.
The block length N of T is the least positive integer such that N P(W τ = w) is an integer for every leaf channel w, i.e., N := lcm
The code rate R of (T , A) is the probability that W τ ends up in A.
R := P{W τ ∈ A}.
The error probability P is the probability that any leaf channel in A fails to transmit the message. For Arıkan's polar codes, this quantity is less than the weighted sum
by [Ari09, Proposition 2]. For other binary kernels, [KSU10, Formula (12)] claims the same. For larger alphabets, it is still true that the error probability is less than a multiple of the weighted sum [MT14, Lemma 22] . Later in Section II-C, we will define the error probability to be the sum.
F. The Three Regimes
To investigate the tradeoff among block length N , code rate R, and error probability P , researchers have developed three general directions:
• error exponent regime (varying N, P );
• scaling exponent regime (varying N, R); and • moderate deviations regime (varying N, P, R at once). See [MHU16, Abstract and Section 1] for an alternative introduction.
1) Error Exponent Regime:
The error exponent regime studies the tradeoff between N, P when R is bounded from below. That is, if we want to communicate at a certain rate R lower bound and ask for longer and longer codes, what is the gain of P in exchange for N ?
For a series of block codes (including random codes), the number lim inf
measures how fast P decays to zero and is called the error exponent [Gal65] . Hence the name error exponent regime. For random codes with R lower bound fixed, the error exponent is positive, and it is an interesting s to approximate the error exponent.
However, for other codes such as polar codes or random codes with "fast growing R" (will explain soon), − log P is sub-linear in N so the error exponent vanishes. In such case, the second best thing is the quantity
being positive. The best possible β ′ a coding scheme can obtain is denoted by β in some literature. For codes with positive error exponent, β = 1. (And being 1 is optimal.) For Arıkan's polar codes with R lower bound fixed, β = 1/2 [AT09] . For polar codes with arbitrary kernels with R lower bound fixed, β is the average of logarithms of the partial distances [KSU10] . Chances are that some deliberately selected kernels produce polar codes with β arbitrarily close to 1, but not exactly 1.
However, for polar codes with "fast growing R" (will explain soon), β ′ is strictly less than β, and how much β ′ is less than β depends largely on how fast R is approaching the capacity. This dependency is the main interest of this work. In Section II-F, we will define the ∂-dice which generalizes the usual partial distances. We pretend this extra level of abstraction makes possible application in other paradigms, e.g. LDPC. Readers are invited to read "partial distance" every time they see "\partial-dice". See Appendix A for a note on error exponent regime.
2) Scaling Exponent Regime: The scaling exponent regime studies the tradeoff between N, R when P is bounded from above. That is, if we want to communicate at a certain error probability P upper bound and ask for longer and longer codes, what is the gain of R in exchange for N ?
The number
measures how fast R approaches the capacity and is sometimes called the scaling exponent. Hence the name scaling exponent regime.
The best possible µ ′ a coding scheme can obtain is denoted by µ in some literature. For random codes with P upper bound fixed, µ = 2. (And being 2 is optimal.) For Arıkan's polar codes with P upper bound fixed, µ = 3.627 on BEC [FV14] and µ ≤ 4.714 on other channels [MHU16] . For polar codes with arbitrary kernels, it is difficult to approximate but researchers tried to bound [MHU16] . Chances are that some randomly selected kernels produce polar codes with µ arbitrarily close to 2, but not exactly 2 [FHMV17] .
However, for random codes and polar codes with "fast decaying P " (will explain soon), µ ′ will be strictly more than µ, and how much µ ′ is more than µ depends largely on how fast P is decaying to zero. This dependency is the main interest of this work.
In Section II-G we will define the µ * -exponent which is a variant of µ. The definition of µ * is made so that, say, proving µ * ≤ 5 is much easier than proving µ ≤ 5, and then our analysis nonsense (as opposite to abstract nonsense) will complete the rest of proof. See Appendix B for a note on scaling exponent regime.
3) Moderate Deviations Regime: We mentioned above that β ′ ≤ 1 and 1 can be achieved. We also mentioned that 1/µ ′ ≤ 1/2 and 1/2 can be achieved. These poses new questions: Are those all restrictions? Can, in particular, a family of codes
The moderate deviations regime studies N, R, P as a whole to answer these questions. The answer turns out to be NO. There are more fundamental restrictions on the pair (β ′ , 1/µ ′ ), i.e., on lim inf
that stop a family of codes from achieving (1, 1/2).
The restrictions can be seen in the following way: That 0 ≤ 1/µ ′ ≤ 1/2 is illustrated by this vertical segment
That 0 ≤ β ′ ≤ 1 is illustrated by this horizontal segment
The moderate deviations regime then shows that the pair (β ′ , 1/µ ′ ) lies in, or on the boundary of, the following right
It also shows that every point inside or on the boundary is achievable by random codes
So far polar codes achieve
on BEC. We will expand it to
on BEC. See Appendix C for a note on moderate deviations regime.
G. Large Deviations Theory
Assume Y is a discrete, bounded random variable. Let
be the partial sum. Let y be a number that is about, but smaller than, EY . We want to control the probability
in terms of y and the distribution of Y . The canonical argument goes as follows: For every λ < 0,
by the Chernoff bound and independency. Take logarithms and divide by −n:
Since the right hand side of the inequality contains a free parameter λ < 0, it makes sense to take the supremum and treat it as a function of y
That motivates the definition of the Cramér function
Two non-obvious comments: (a) Take the supremum over λ ∈ R still gives the same result for y < EY . Doing so makes it the Legendre-Fenchel transformation of the cumulant generating function of Y . (b) Λ * as defined above is the largest possible function such that Formula (62) holds.
See [DZ10, Theorem 2.1.24 and 2.2.3] for more on this topic.
II. PRELIMINARY
In this section, we consolidate the notations that will be useful to state and prove theorems.
A. Channel Transformation
A communication channel is a triple (X , Y, W ) of a finite input alphabet X , a finite output alphabet Y, and an one-step Markov process
To abuse notation, write W to mean the full triple. The cardinality of X is called the input size of W , or the arity of W for short. Let C be the set of channels we are interested in. A channel transformation is a triple (D, ℓ, T ) of a domain D ⊂ C, a length ℓ ∈ N, and a map
To abuse notation, write T to mean the full triple. In this work, every D consists of channels of the same arity. We refer to this number as the arity of D, or the arity of T for short. For instance, T Arı works on channels of binary input, so T Arı has arity 2, or it is a binary (2-ary) transformation.
Unless stated otherwise, transformations in this work are such that ℓ ≥ 2 and
Therefore, it is well-defined when the same transformation is applied iteratively. For instance, Formula (25) begins with
. They all are of binary input. We also define an exceptional transformation
transforms q-ary channels to q k -ary channels, for some integer parameter k. This corresponds to the fact that k instances of q-ary channels can be seen as a q k -ary channel. Or dually, a k-tuple of q-bits can be seen as a q k -bit.
B. Channel Tree
A channel tree T is a rooted tree where each vertex is a channel in C, and each non-leaf vertex w corresponds to a transformation T such that T (w) are children of w. In this work, channel trees are generated by
• Begin with a channel W as the root of a new tree.
• For each leaf channel w, run a deterministic algorithm that observes the current tree and decides wether to apply a certain transformation or not.
• If T is applied, append synthetic channels T (w) as children of w. Most channel trees in this work are finite. In fact, a good algorithm will stop applying transformations once the depth reaches some prescribed number n.
For instance, let T per fect (W, T, n) be the channel tree generated as follows:
• Begin with W as the root of a new tree.
• For each leaf channel w, apply T if the depth of w is not yet n. (The algorithm merely checks the depth.) • By applying T , we mean to append synthetic channels T (w) as children of w.
Convention: the root has depth 0; the tree T per fect (W, T, n) has ℓ n leaves, where ℓ is the length of T . Some examples are Formula (24) being T 
C. Z-Parameter and Processes
A Z-parameter will be a function Z : C → [0, 1] measuring the unreliability, the badness, of a given channel. It does not have to be exactly the Bhattacharyya parameter, but could be any function such that a multiple of Z(w) bounds, from above, the probability that a decoder fails to decode a single symbol transmitted through w.
Given a channel tree with root channel W , define a discretetime stochastic process W i and a stopping time τ as follows: Start from the root channel W 0 := W . For any i ≥ 0, if W i is a leaf channel, let τ := i. If, otherwise, W i has ℓ children, choose an integer X i+1 from 1, 2, . . . , ℓ uniformly at random, and let W i+1 be the X i+1 -th child of W i .
Be careful that a priori X i are neither independent nor identical. This is because X 1 controls the number of children of W 1 , which affects the distribution of X 2 . However, they
; this is the "empirical increment" of log(− log Z i ). Let T i−1 be the transformation applied to W i−1 . Then the empirical increment can also be written as
This motivates the definition of the "theoretical increment" (without underline)
The purpose of defining two types of "increments" is that
and approximate Y i in a certain context. It is easy to study Y i and then predict Y i accordingly.
D. Root-to-Leaf Path as Sample, Vertex as Event
The process W i implicitly assumes a sample space: the set of all root-to-leaf paths of T . Each vertex lies on a subset of root-to-leaf paths, which form an event. Thus we can talk about the probability measure of a vertex. It is the probability that the trajectory W 0 , W 1 , . . . , W τ passes that vertex.
Furthermore, for any two vertices, their corresponding events are disjoint if and only if neither of them is a descendant of the other one. Thus it makes sense to say two vertices are disjoint or not. For a subset of pairwise-disjoint vertices, its probability measure is the sum of probability measures of these vertices. It is also the probability that the trajectory W 0 , W 1 , . . . , W τ passes any of these vertices.
Let w be a synthetic channel at depth j. When W j happens to be w, the trajectory
E. Construct Code and Communicate
Let T be a channel tree and A be a subset of leaves of T . The pair (T , A) defines a block code.
The block length N of (T , A) is
when
The code rate R of (T , A) is
The error probability P of (T , A) is defined as
F. The ∂-Dice of a Transformation Let T , or formally (D, ℓ, T ), be a length-ℓ transformation. Let X be a random integer chosen uniformly from 1, 2, . . . , ℓ. Define the ∂-dice of T :
Compare this to Formulae (68) and (69): Y is the "prototype"
The following lemma motivates a necessary condition for our main theorems.
If T is bounded and powerful, and ǫ > 0 is small enough, then there exists δ > 0 such that
Here Z i ∧ δ is a shorthand for min(Z i , δ).
Proof: For the first statement,
= log(1 + 0).
For the second statement, start from
Pick a smaller ǫ > 0 such that
Pick a number δ > 0 such that
Pick a smaller δ > 0 such that
Note that this is saying
Now bound E (Z i ∧δ) ǫ Z 0 , . . . , Z i−1 by considering one plus two cases: (a) If Z i−1 ≥ δ, then it is automatically true that
and hence
where the last inequality is by Formula (85). Combine (a) and (b) to get
This proves
For T Arı , the lemma does not imply, but it is true, that Z i is a super-martingale [Ari09, Proposition 9].
1) The β * -exponent of T : Define the β * -exponent:
G. The µ * -Exponent of a Transformation
Let T , or formally (D, ℓ, T ), be a transformation and let W ∈ D. Let A n be the subset of leaves w in T
Define the µ * -exponent of T :
This definition is not perfect because I(W ) − P(A n ) is not necessary positive. (We can always specify a code whose code rate exceeds the Shannon capacity.) Of course we know that
, is too good to be true. So we alter the definition a little bit
so that µ * is at least 2. We will make use of the definition of µ * in the following manner. 
1 Please be informed that Formula (102) is not an ad hoc definition. We merely choose a handy instance of quasi-polynomial to avoid being flooded with Big-O notations.
Proof: Every leaf in
The last inequality is a simple consequence of lim sup in the definition of µ * . In general, we have the following. 
Proof: Same logic as Lemma 2. By the way, when this lemma is applied, ϕ(w) will be Z(w) < exp − exp(m 1/3 ) .
H. The Cramér Function
It is such that
III. THE RECRUIT-TRAIN-RETAIN TEMPLATE
The recruit-train-retain template helps us understand the distribution of Z n by first understanding the distribution of Z m for some m < n.
An over-simplified template is as follows: Recruit Sometimes Z m is quite small. Calculate P{Z m is quite small}. Train When Z i is quite small, there is a positive chance that Z i+1 gets smaller. Repeat this for i = m, m + 1, . . . , n − 1; it is very unlikely not to get smaller at all. Retain By syllogism, most of the Z n will be extremely small. Keep these extremely small Z n , and freeze those Z n that are not extremely small enough. 
See Formula (313) in Appendix E for the big diagram. This diagram records the fact that synthetic channels at depth m are classified into two groups based on their Zparameters. The upper group consists of bad channels (large Z m ) and is frozen. The lower group consists of good channels (small Z m ) and is recruited and trained in the sense that we want to investigate their children Z m+1 , grandchildren Z m+2 , and all the way up to Z n . Then these Z n are further classified into two groups. Those that are mediocrely small are frozen; those that are extremely small are retained -they go to A n .
We will see the template and Sankey diagrams multiple times.
A. A Brief History
The first appearance dated back to [AT09] 
That is, it gets squared with probability 1/2. Retain By syllogism, conditioning on the event {Z m < .875 m }, the quantity (how many times it is squared) log 2 (log Z n / log Z m ) is about (n − m)/2 with high probability.
That is to say, with probability I(W ) − o(1) it holds that
Hence the β ′ -exponent
The argument can be summarized by the Sankey diagram: 
Retain By syllogism, condition on the event {Z m < ρ m }, the quantity log 2 (log Z n / log Z m ) is about, with high probability, (n − m) · 1 2 log 4 + 1 3 log 5 + 1 6 log 7 . (117) Another argument appears in [MHU16] . Recruit Control P{Z m < .5 m }, where m = γn for some fixed ratio 0 < γ < 1. Train Condition on the event {Z m < .5 m }. Track the process Z m , Z m+1 , . . . , Z n . Retain Control log 2 (log Z n / log Z m ) and log(− log Z n ). The innovative part of [MHU16] is that m is parameterized by γ. That is, they are free to choose γ before spending γn steps in the recruit phase and (1 − γ)n steps in the train phase. A rule of thumb is, a longer recruit phase makes R better; and a longer train phase makes P better. Thus they obtain a tradeoff between R and P . The following plot shows pairs of (β ′ , 1/µ ′ ) they achieve.
B. Disposing Bad Synthetic Channels
Our contribution in the last work [WD18] is what we now called the disposable recruit-train-retain template. The idea is as follows. Recruit Control P{Z m < .5 m } for m = √ n, 2 √ n, . . . , n rat . Train Condition on the event {Z m < .5 m but Z i ≥ .5 i for i = 0, . . . , m − √ n}. Track the process Z m , Z m+1 , . . . , Z n . Retain Control log 2 (log Z n / log Z m ) and log(− log Z n ).
In terms of Sankey diagram: 
We personally believe this is the maximum region Arıkan's polar codes can achieve. We do not see any obvious way to improve our inner bound in [WD18] . Nonetheless, there is a hope that since polar codes generalize to other kernels, they might achieve a larger region.
In fact, Theorem 9 shows any point inside the triangle is achievable. And Corollary 10 extends the conclusion to the hypotenuse. Both Theorem 9 and Corollary 10 rely on Theorem 6, which heavily relies on this disposable recruittrain-retain template.
C. Recycling Bad Synthetic Channels
In Formula (121), a recruited synthetic channel is trained until depth n. As mentioned above, training this much reduces the error probability a lot. But it either requires very fine control on how good Z m are to begin with or we will have to freeze a lot of innocent Z n (i.e., the Z n that we believe are good but are not able to prove), which hurts the rate.
In case of [WD18] , which considers only Arikan's polar codes, we do have fine control on Z m provided by [FV14] . No innocent Z n is frozen. However a result like [FV14] is missing for general polar codes. So we came up with a workaround.
In the following version, synthetic channels will be trained for depth √ n and immediately be frozen or retained. And then the next round of recruit-train-retain starts. There will be √ n rounds in total. Therefore, even if some synthetic channel is frozen, there is a chance that it(s descendants) will be recruited in the upcoming rounds.
This makes it a recyclable recruit-train-retain template.
This approach does not minimize Z n to a satisfactory, finalized level. But it reduces Z n to somewhere that barely makes the disposable version efficient without having to worry about innocent Z n . We will demonstrate this recyclable recruit-trainretain template in the proof of Lemma 4, which is the key to Theorems 5 and 6.
IV. MAIN RESULTS: TO INTERPOLATE β
* AND µ * We present three statements at once so readers immediately see the similarity. In fact, Theorem 6 can be proven by combining the proofs of Lemma 4 and Theorem 5.
Lemma 4. Let T be a length-ℓ, bounded transformation with
then T produces block codes (T n , A n ) such that
, and (126)
For n large enough. (
, and (131)
for n large enough. and, for π ∈ [0, 1],
, and (136)
for n large enough.
Proof:
The first-time reader may believe the white lie that this is an easy implication of Lemma 4 and Theorem 5. The second-time reader may realize that it is not an easy implication, but Section VII tries to explain it is an implication.
Readers may notice that in Theorem 6, (β ′ , 1/µ ′ ) is highly related to µ * rat and Y err instead of µ * err or Y rat . That is, the code rate is controled by T rat and the error probability is controled by T err . This explains why and how we should mix two kernels.
V. PROVE LEMMA 4 BY RECYCLABLE RECRUIT-TRAIN-RETAIN TEMPLATE
Consider T per fect (W, T, n). We are going to choose a subset of leaf channels A n .
A. First choose some constants
Pick a number Υ ≫ exp(1) such that
Pick a number ǫ > 0 such that
Pick a smaller ǫ > 0 and a number δ > 0 such that
as in Lemma 1. Recall from the proof of Lemma 1,
(142) Note that this is saying 
B. Second fill in the recyclable template
where y m+i are the values that Y m+i take when W m+ √ n = w happens. Let E m be
C. Third estimate c m /b m
It is not hard to see from the definitions that C m is a subset of B m , so the target quantity
is a conditional probability. It is also not hard to see that B m and A m refer to the same event, so
The event defined by C m is equal to
Let σ be the stopping time
That is, the first index that makes up the inequality, or the largest index. Then C m is also equal to
By how δ, ǫ are chosen, (Z m+i ∧ δ) ǫ for i = 0, 1, . . . , √ n is a super-martingale. Thus there is a Doob's inequality-flavor bound (c.f. [Dur10, Theorem 5.
On the other hand, the event defined by A m is equal to
Thus
And this is an upper bound on c m /b m .
D. Forth estimate d m /b m
Since we are in T (W, T, n), the ∂-dices Y m+i are independent of the event A m . As a consequence, the condition imposed by Formula (144) is independent of A m , which we know from the previous subsection refers to the same event as B m does. Thus d m /b m = P(D m )/P(A m ) is at most the probability that
To bound the probability measure of this event, it suffices to bound the probability measure of the event
This is equivalent to the probability measure of
By the Chernoff bound, it is less than
where the last inequality is by Formula (140). And this is an upper bound on d m /b m .
E. Fifth estimate e
n− √ n 0
Notice that E m is a subset of B m , so
Notice also that
where the last inequality is by Lemma 2. So
Starting from m ≥ O(n 3/4 ) the term ℓ − √ n/µ * dominates the term exp(−m 2/3 ǫ − ǫ log δ). Thus it suffices to solve the recurrence relation
The result is
By algebra
F. Sixth estimate how good synthetic channels in E n− √ n 0 are They are synthetic channels such that during the time they are being trained, Z(W m+i ) is never larger than δ, so Y m+i > Y m+i − ǫ. They are also synthetic channels such that
Therefore for every w ∈ E m and v its ancestor at depth m, by telescoping
Sum over E
Let A n be the set of synthetic channels at depth n that are descendants of synthetic channels in E n− √ n 0 . Then the inequality lifts
Eventually, as n → ∞, replacing √ n by n 1/3 eats up other minor terms:
G. Seventh we announce the code
has block length
code rate
and error probability
This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.
VI. PROVE THEOREM 5 BY DISPOSABLE RECRUIT-TRAIN-RETAIN TEMPLATE
A. First choose some constants
Pick a number ǫ > 0 such that, for all π ∈ [0, 1],
Pick a smaller ǫ > 0 such that if all µ ′ are replaced by µ ′ − ǫ in this ineqaulity, then it still holds for all π ∈ [0, 1]. Pick a smaller ǫ > 0 and a number δ > 0 such that
ǫ is a super-martingale (193) as in Lemma 1. Recall from the proof of Lemma 1,
(194) Note that this is saying
B. Second fill in the disposable template
Let n rat be nµ * /µ ′ . Let both A 
where y m+i are the values that Y m+i take when
By how δ, ǫ are chosen, (Z m+i ∧ δ) ǫ for i = 0, 1, . . . , n − m is a super-martingale. Thus there is a Doob's inequality-flavor bound (c.f. [Dur10, Theorem 5.
D. Forth estimate d m /b m
Since we are in T (W, T, n), the ∂-dices Y m+i are independent of the event A m . As a consequence, the condition imposed by Formula (196) is independent of A m , which we know from the previous subsection refers to the same event as B m does. Thus d m /b m = P(D m )/P(A m ) is at most probability that
Here m/n = πn rat /n = πµ * /µ ′ , so the right hand side of the inequality is
By Formula 110, the probability that
is bounded from above by
And Formula (192) helps bound this from above by
where the argument of exp is
Put exp back; it becomes
And this is an upper bound on d m /b m .
E. Fifth estimate e nrat 0
where the last inequality is by Lemma 4 and 3. So
Here f
In the last line, the term ℓ −n/µ ′ +m/µ * dominates the other doubly-exponential term as n → ∞. Thus it suffices to solve the recurrence relation
In other words
Since right after Formula (192) we replaced µ ′ by µ ′ − ǫ, this ǫ cancels o(1) as n → ∞. Hence we can really say that
and that
F. Sixth estimate how good synthetic channels in E nrat 0 are They are synthetic channels such that during the time they are being trained, Z(W m+i ) is never larger than δ. Therefore Y m+i > Y m+i − ǫ holds. They are also synthetic channels such that
But v are such that
Sum over E nrat 0 :
Let A n be E nrat 0 . Eventually, as n → ∞, the term m 1/3 eats up the term N n in front of exp:
This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.
VII. PROVE THEOREM 6 BY COMBINING LEMMA 4 AND THEOREM 5
A. First apply Lemma 4 to T rat
The conditions posed in Lemma 4 coincide with conditions posed on T rat . Therefore T rat produces block codes such that
, and (245)
B. Second grow a special channel tree
Here n is a positive integer and n rat is nµ * /µ ′ .
Stock Begin with T 
Here is a small, but illustrative, example: Stock: choose T Arı to be T rat and prepare T per fect (W, T Arı , 3) to begin with (Unlike Formula (26), we omit labeling T Arı .)
Prune: if it happens that
(highlighted in yellow background), remove their descendants.
Graft: let k = 1 (so T 1 ⊂ does nothing) and choose T Arı again as T err ; attach three trees
The depth of the attached subtrees are chosen such that the resulting tree is balanced. It is practically pointless, but legal and coherent, to have T k ⊂ at the bottom of a channel tree. Here is another example. This time k = 2 so T rat and T err are of different arities. Stock
.
Prune
Graft
C. Third look at T k ⊂ Applying T k ⊂ increases the error probability k times. But since we are dealing with error probabilities that are doubly exponential in n, A k-fold increase is easily eaten up by other minor terms.
Similarly, T k ⊂ increases the block length k times, which is negligible by fluctuating β ′ , µ ′ a little bit.
D. Forth apply Theorem 5 to T err
The proof of Theorem 5 presented in Section VI reasons on the channel tree T per fect (W, T, n), which is different from what we have here, namely T per fect (W, T rat , n rat , T err , n). However, we claim that this is not a mismatch.
Imagine we copy-and-paste the proof here and replace all µ * by µ * rat , all T by T err , and all Y by Y err . Then the proof relies on three, and only these three facts:
• The subset A m is a collection of synthetic channels w at depth m such that Z(w) < exp − exp(m 1/3 ) .
• The subsets A • Subtrees rooted at synthetic channels in A m are generated by applying T err till depth n. Any other information, such as the transformation applied to W 0 , is irrelevant to the proof. In fact, the argument does not care at all what happens before A nrat 0 .
We now verify that these three facts hold in case of T per fect (W, T rat , n rat , T err , n): The first fact is the definition of A m , which we inherit in growing the channel tree. The second fact is by Formula (245) and Lemma 3. The third fact is by how we grow the channel tree T per fect (W, T rat , n rat , T err , n). Now we are sure that all three facts hold.
Let A n be defined as in Section VI, the proof of Theorem 5.
E. Fifth we announce the code
This finishes the proof of Theorem 6.
VIII. APPLICATION: TO APPROACH THE HYPOTENUSE
In this section, fix the relation ℓ = 2 k .
Lemma 7. Assume BEC. There exist binary, length-ℓ, bounded transformations T rat with µ * -exponents µ * rat and ∂-dices Y rat such that
and, as ℓ → ∞,
Proof: That µ * rat → 2 is by [FHMV17, Theorem 2 and 3]. On BEC, Z-parameters form a martingale, so transformations are bounded. The condition on P{Y rat = 0} is a consequence of the fact that an [n, n− √ n]-random code has minimal distance at least 2 with high probability or the fact that an [n,
√ n]-random code has no all-zero column.
Lemma 8. There exist ℓ-ary, length-ℓ, bounded transformations T err with ∂-dices Y err following the uniform distribution on log 1, log 2, . . . , log ℓ for all ℓ := 2 k .
Proof: [MT10a] , [MT10b] , [MT14] .
there exist k, ℓ and transformations T rat , T k ⊂ , T err that produce block codes (T n , A n ) such that
, and (263)
Proof: See Section VIII-A right after the corollary below. 
and
Proof: Approximate the point on the hypotenuse by points inside the right triangle. Apply Theorem 9 to each point and then apply the diagonal argument (as in the proof of Arzelà-Ascoli theorem).
A. Proof of Theorem 9
Fix a point (β ′ , 1/µ ′ ) inside the right triangle. Since we have Theorem 6 and Lemma 7 and 8, it suffices to find an ℓ := 2 k , which determines µ * rat (probabilistically) and Y err , such that, for all π ∈ [0, 1],
Start from the fact that Y err follows the uniform distribution on log 1, log 2, . . . , log ℓ. The cumulant generating function satisfies
where X err follows the uniform distribution on 1, 2, . . . , ℓ. For −1 < λ < 0, the λ-moment is
This leads to an approximation log E[exp(λY err )] < λ log ℓ − log(λ + 1).
The Cramér function is then bounded by
λy − λ log ℓ + log(λ + 1).
Redeem the supremum at log ℓ − y = 1/(λ + 1) to obtain
≥ −1 + log ℓ − y − log log ℓ + y log ℓ (278)
The last line is linear in y. It is log ℓ − 1 − log log ℓ ≈ log ℓ when y = 0 and is 0 when y = y * := log ℓ − log log ℓ 1 − 1/ log ℓ .
Back to the fact that (β ′ , 1/µ ′ ) is inside the right triangle
There exist a µ * rat > 2 (by letting ℓ → ∞)
and a y * / log ℓ < 1 (by letting ℓ → ∞)
such that these three points are collinear
Fix ℓ, µ * rat , y * as above. The term
is also linear in y. It is less than log ℓ/2 when y = 0 and is 0 when y = y * . Thus, for all 0 ≤ y ≤ y * ,
because the inequality holds for endpoints and both sides are linear in y. Concatenate with Formula (279) to obtain, for all
On each side of the inequality, replace y with the corresponding side of the equality due to collinearity below
This is exactly what we need to apply Theorem 5. This proof is very similar to [WD18, Corollary 8].
IX. FURTHER IMPLICATIONS
There is another way to state Theorem 5. We put this as a claim since we omit the details of the proof. 
Sketch: As a function of π, consider points
Here is the trace of Q(π) when π = 0, .1, . . . , 1: for π = 0, Q(0) coincides with (β ′ , 1/µ ′ ); for π = 1, Q(1) is on the horizontal axis; for intermediate π, the Q(π) moves along the ray starting at (0, 1/µ
From the graph, we learn that: (β ′ , 1/µ ′ ) does not lie in the convex hull iff Q(π) is not in the epigraph for all π ∈ [0, 1]; The later happens iff µ < Λ * (β log ℓ)/ log ℓ for all π ∈ [0, 1]; iff the criteria of Theorem 5 are met.
Here is a running example: For T Arı , the rescaled Cramér function β → Λ * (β log 2)/ log 2 coincides with the relative entropy
for 0 ≤ β ≤ 1/2. For 1/2 ≤ β ≤ 1, the "classical definition" of the Cramér function still coincides with the relative entropy. In our definition, however, we insist that the supremum is taken over negative λ so Λ * vanishes. In the following graph, the curve is the relative entropy and the shaded area is the epigraph of β → Λ * (β log 2)/ log 2 (0, 1/2) (0, 0) (1, 0) (1/2, 0)
Together with (0, 1/µ * ) they form a convex hull
Back to Claim 11.
then some Q(π) is in the epigraph and the criteria of Theorem 5 fail. On the other hand, if
then all Q(π) are outside the epigraph and Theorem 5 applies. Another interesting case is when (β ′ , 1/µ ′ ) is in the tiny tip area at the bottom. Therein all Q(π) are outside the epigraph and Theorem 5 applies.
A. Moderate Deviations Regime Recovers Error Exponent Regime as a Special Case
The following is a consequence of the Claim 11 plus the fact that Λ * (y) reaches zero at y = EY . 
B. Moderate Deviations Regime Recovers Scaling Exponent Regime as a Special Case
The following is another consequence of the Claim 11.
Proposition 13. Let T be a length-ℓ, bounded transformation with µ * -exponent µ * < ∞ and β
This is a generalization of [WD18, Corollary 8].
C. Arıkan's Polar Codes Attacking on BEC
The three corner dots are (0, .5), (0, 0), and (1, 0).
[GX13] proves that it is possible to achieve (β ′ , 1/µ ′ ) = (.49, O(1)). It is represented as a point very close to (.5, 0). [MHU16] proves an interpolating result. Their curve connects (0, 1/4.627) and (.5, 0) and is drawn below. Theorem 5 (and also [WD18] ) implies a better curve. This curve connects (0, 1/3.627) and (.5, 0). Notice that in this scenario, µ * = 3.627 is given by [FV14] .
D. Arıkan's Polar Codes Attacking on BDMC
BDMC is not far from BEC in the sense that almost all treatments are the same except µ * = 4.714 instead of 3.627. In particular, the curves are drawn using the same formulae with the new µ * . So this time the Theorem 5 curve connects (0, 1/4.714) and (.5, 0). And the [MHU16] curve connects (0, 1/5.714) and (.5, 0). Notice that in this scenario, µ * = 4.714 is given by [MHU16] .
E. Arıkan's Polar Codes Attacking on AWGN [FT17] analyzes the AWGN channel and mimic [MHU16] . They end up with the same curve as the bottom one in the previous plot that connects (0, 1/5.714) and (.5, 0). Theorem 5 implies the same curve as the top one in the previous plot that connects (0, 1/4.714) and (.5, 0). Notice that in this scenario, µ * = 4.714 is given by [FT17] .
(300)
F. Polar Codes with Larger Kernels Attacking on BEC 1) Pessimistic Case:
We present two fake curves that illustrates the fact that Theorem 5 can be used to connect (0, 1/µ * ) and (β * , 0). The left curve with [FHMV17] as an endpoint shows that there are kernels such that 1/µ * are arbitrarily close to 1/2; while the β * -exponents of these kernels are unknown. The bottom curve with [KSU10] as an endpoint shows that there are kernels such that β * are arbitrarily close to 1; while the µ * -exponents of these kernels are unknown. Besides the two curves, [BGS18] shows that it is possible to approach where [KSU10] is with positive 1/µ ′ -value.
Theorem 5
Theorem 5
[FHMV17]
(It seems [BGS18] is a distance away from [KSU10] and that is because we do not want labels to overlap.) 2) Optimistic Case: Moreover, if there are kernels such that (β * , 1/µ * ) converges to (1, 1/2), then Theorem 5 will eventually cover the right triangle.
Barely Theorem 5 [FHMV17]
[BGS18]
[KSU10]
The existence of such kernels is not clear at this stage. This is one of the reasons why we develop Theorem 6 -which is basically saying that we can steal the good µ * -exponent from a kernel and steal the good β * -exponent from another. Chances are that random kernels possesses good µ * and good β * -exponents. And we can use Hoeffding's inequality to control the behavior of Cramér functions.
G. Polar Codes with Larger Kernels Attacking on BDMC
For binary channels other than BEC, [FHMV17] does not apply anymore. Then [BGN + 18] takes place and proves that all kernels, in particular kernels from [KSU10] , have positive 1/µ * . We draw a fake curve to illustrate that Theorem 5 connects the points given by [ 
H. Polar Codes with Larger Kernels Attacking on General Channels
For channels that are not binary, [KSU10] does not apply anymore. Then [BGS18] steps in and comments that BCH codes, in general, fill in the blank that there are kernels with β * arbitrarily close to one. We again draw a fake curve to illustrate that Theorem 5 connects the points representing 1/µ * and β * . 
I. Concatenated Polar Codes Attacking on BEC
If concatenated polar codes are allowed, then Theorem 9 shows that it is possible to fill the right triangle. We draw a fake to illustrate this. 
J. Concatenated Polar Codes Attacking on General Channels
For general channels other than BEC, [FHMV17] does not apply. We may apply Theorem 5 or 6 according to whether we want a single kernel or two kernels. We draw a fake to illustrate this. [HMTU13] . See [GB14a] for a result similar to [GX13] , [BGS18] . See [MEKLK13] , [MEKLK14] for more.
For k = 1, the transformation T RS2 is T Arı . There is no concatenation happening. 
We put k = 4 (and T It is not hard to see that this series of curves eventually converges to a segment that connects (0, 1/3.627) and (1, 0). As k → ∞, points [GB14a] , [BJE10] also converge to (1, 0), at a faster pace. 
See Appendix D for more types of concatenations.
X. FUTURE WORKS
What we do not address in this work is whether Theorem 5 and 6 give optimal bounds. For one, it is difficult to imagine that a description as simple as Claim 11 is not the answer. That said, we look forward to a second-order result just like [HMTU13] extending [AT09] .
On the other hand, statements and proofs in this work heavily rely on the magical value µ * . The problem, as of today, is we can bound or approximate µ * but do not know if the limit exists. Should there be distinct µ * and µ * as limit superior and limit inferior, we expect two curves connecting (0, 1/µ * ) and (0, 1/µ * ) to (β * , 0).
Having Theorem 9 and Corollary 10, we like to see if they extend to channels other than BEC. Particularly, does µ * achieve 2 for general channels? Furthermore, are there kernels with good µ * and β * ?
XI. CONCLUSION
We provide a merciful generalization of polar codes and are able to characterize, for a subclass of polar-like codes, the tradeoff among block length, code rate, and error probability asymptotically.
We then show that a grafted variant of polar coding almost catches up the performance of random codes on BEC, if arbitrary kernels are allowed.
If one likes to stick to Reed-Solomon kernels, we characterize the performance as well.
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